Portfolio contents – Grade 6 2014

Pages for portfolio:

- Welcome – inside front cover (your opening remarks)
- Contents
- Thinking about my Behaviour sheet
- Thinking about my Learning sheet
- English evaluations page 1 & 2
- Maths self evaluation

Tasks:

1. Writing (include planner, draft, published): Discussion x 2 pieces (1 to be ‘Home School vs Traditional Schooling), Biography, Narrative
2. Spelling – 100 most used words
3. Spelling – Rules, phonograms
4. Comprehension – CARS – Selected tests
5. Comprehension – Coca Cola (Non Fiction), Bradley (Fiction)
7. Times Tables – 2 samples
8. Shape 3D ACARA, 3D Mathletics
9. Place Value – decimals x 2
10. Processes + - x and division
11. Place Value review
12. Investigation – Decorate My Bedroom (all work)
13. Integrated Curriculum – Science Journal
14. Camp Reflection – brochure

Pages for portfolio:

- Term 2 goals and reflections
- Personal Choice – 4 pieces
- Specialist classes – Music, PE, Art and LOTE
- Two stars and a wish